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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello, welcome to Exploring Books with Infants and Toddlers. This webinar is part of the Let’s Talk Quality Webinar Series which is has been created and facilitated by members of the PA Keys Program Quality Assessment Team.This session was orig shared live on January 13, 2022.I’m Lisa Wierbinski and I will be sharing with you today.As we get started, I would like you to take a moment and thing about your first memories of books/reading. Where were you? Who read to you? What were your favorite books? What are your first memories of books/reading? At home, library, at school/childcare, who read to you?
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Why share books 
with infants and 
toddlers?
• Strengthens bonds

• Cognitive and language 
development

• Social and emotional 
development

• Provides new experiences

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Strengthens bonds-interactions and relationships are vital to children’s learning.Books provide an activity that can be enjoyed by both the child and the adult. The shared activity of reading together while sitting together promotes feelings of trust and security.It is also an opportunity for a reciprocal interaction ( a back and forth).Cognitive and Language DevelopmentHow children acquire, organize and learn to use knowledge-”learning to read the world” (Zero to three)Books immerse children in sounds, words, languageIncreases vocabulary-words that don’t hear in everyday conversation, In one of my favorite books, The Napping  House by Audrey Wood, children hear other words for sleeping-slumbering, snoozing and dozing In a tactile book children may hear words like soft, fuzzy, fluffy, furrySharing books fuels their memory, imagination, curiosity, encourages a love of books and reading, Social and emotional developmentBooks help children build an understanding of self and othersBooks tell stories about how people take care of each other, books discuss common fears, helps children know they have the same worries or fears as others Books help children learn that they may have the same or different experiences than other peopleIntroduces emotions-through sounds/tones/voices the adult uses when readingBooks encourage communication skillsProvides children with new experiences outside of everyday world-child who has never seen snow learns about it in a book, Books build background knowledge-knowledge needed to understand somethingChildren may have an indirect experience-reading a book about growing a plant from a seed-then direct experience-growing plants from seeds, integrate new learning with prior knowledgeBooks prepare children for things that may happen in the future or current experiences-birthdays, moving, loss of a pet, potty training, getting a big kid bedTeachers need presence, time, words, print and intention to share language and literacy with infants and toddlers.Intention is important
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Early Literacy Development
• Begins at birth

• Develops though 
positive interactions 
with adults and 
experiences with 
books and language 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Everything a child knows about reading and writing before they can read or write, ways that children learn about books and print text through everyday activities. Early language/literacy experiences before conventional learning beginsThese early experiences babies have, such as manipulating books, looking at books, mouthing books, holding books, pointing to pics, turning pages, telling a story from pictures leads to other skills as they grow-memorizing stories, print awareness, reading left to right, comprehension, letter recognition, understanding that print is meaningful and that pictures represent real life. That books have names (titles) and written by authorsEarly literacy skills are the building blocks for learning to read and write-builds knowledge for future reading success, helps children develop a love of readingBabies need a strong foundation to be successful-It starts with the relationship and interactions
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Challenges
Let’s explore a book, 
and….
• You are hungry, 

crying, sleeping, 
need a diaper 
change!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we are going to talk about some challenges you may encounter when sharing books with babies.With young infants, we need to take advantage of those moments when they are ready to interact/engage with you and a book-even if it is just a few minutes.Literacy starts with a love of, and interest in, books. Infants need to have pleasurable and positive experiences with books so that they want to keep learning about them. We don’t learn to love to read by ourselves!You don’t have to “read” the book-infants are more interested in your voice and facial expressions-talk about illustrations, make up a story, just look at a few pages, make sure baby is interested and ready for interaction-and take advantage of those momentsRemember Tom Selleck character in Three Men and a Baby (1987). �“I love the scene in which Tom Selleck’s character reads a magazine article about a boxing match to the baby. Steve Guttenberg’s character comes in and asks, “What are you reading her?” Tom Selleck replies “It doesn’t matter what I read. It’s the tone you use. She doesn’t understand the words anyway.”Take advantage of that moment when attention is caught by rhythm of words, pic on page. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
**This is my video**Read anything! She doesn’t know what birdies are or yellow is!Eye contact, facial expressions, noises, peek a boo-see the back-and-forth exchangeVary your intonation-voice, facial expressions, -you are the entertainment, not the story
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Challenges
• Read it, eat it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Babies love to put everything in their mouths.It is calming and self-soothing, exploring their environment, teething, continues into toddler years. Babies learn through all of their senses by touching, smelling, hearing, seeing and tasting the items in their environment. Starts at birth. They gain valuable information about their world. This interaction with materials offers experience and knowledge upon which to build later experiences. Strengthens muscles in the mouth to prepare them for eating, talking. Helps them get used to different textures, sensations to prepare for eating solid foods.Let them explore, hold the book, mouth the book-they use their senses to learn and take in information, get a feel for what a book is-at first it is something to taste!**No, David pic-this was and still is one of my granddaughter’s favorite books-still read it but now she “reads” it to me. It was chewed on by both a baby and a puppy!
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Challenges

• Throw it, rip it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As babies grow so do their fine motor skills.Learning how to open their fingers, use pincer graspAs they start using fingers more to explore the throwing and ripping begins!In this video, the baby is belly laughing as her father rips up paper. Although it won’t play in record mode, you can go to the link on the slide and watch it on YouTube.Rip it-around 1 yearBook time can become a wrestling matchSensory experience-new discoveryThey are engaging with the book and exploring cause and effectDon’t have the skills to hold a book and turn the ages yet-long process! Throw itIt’s a new skill! Don’t take it personally! Not a sign of rebellionQuickly learn they can also let go! What comes up must go down! Around 1 year-18 months can purposely throw things Love to investigate by dropping and throwing things as they learn how to open their fingers, use pincer grasp 8-12 monthsPropelling an object through air is exciting-baseball, softball, footballCause and effect, like to see your reaction and that they can “control” you-they throw, and you pick it upAs they get older, they may throw things in frustration-unable to voice emotions/feelings-way to expressPart of exploringIt is fun!Like repetition-think about baby throwing plate off highchair.Releasing energy and it’s funny!Lie on floor and hold book over headsGive them something to hold Babies need practice and patience as they learn about books As children get older, can calmly communicate what they can do with the book, give them other options for throwing, paper for rippingDemonstrate appropriate behavior/use
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Challenges
• Come back! I’m 

not done 
reading the 
book!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mobile babies are more interested in moving than sitting still, so let them move. It is perfectly normal for mobile babies to not sit still very long. Most don’t like to stay in one place for long now that they can explore in so many new ways—by running, jumping, and climbing. So, an adult’s idea of everyone sitting together to hear a story may not be the same idea a toddler has for story-time. It’s ok to read as they crawl or walk around-same as an adult who listens to an audiobook or podcast while cooking or doing laundry.Don’t force it-works against the goal of children developing a love of books/reading.Read when children are interestedLet babies “read” their own way. They may only sit still for a few pages, turn the pages quickly or only want to look at one picture and then be done. Follow their lead to make reading time a positive experience.
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Challenges
• Read it again, 

and again,           
and again!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Memorizing stories, telling stories based on pictures is an early literacy skillIn your classroom, is there a favorite book that toddlers want to hear again and again?Toddlers like familiarity and control-they like to know what will happen next. This provides security/structure and it iscomforting that it is the same every time.Toddlers love repetition-reminds them of what they know, comforting as they can predict what will happen next. Learning happens with repetition! Memorizing stories, telling stories based on pictures is an early literacy skillMakes them aware of the patterns and rhythms of text, increases vocabulary, fluency, comprehension, they learn to predict an outcome, They may want to hear the story but not the one in the book-make up own, talk about illustrations, May like the story because it is helping them sort out emotions, deal with something new or frighteningBabies brains grow through repeated experiences, important for brain dev and provides foundation for later learning. Discuss last challenge then-Type in chat-any other challenges you have experienced?
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Choosing Books For Infants
• Chunky board books
• Cloth books

• Sturdy pages

• Simple, bright illustrations
• people, other babies, faces

• Tactile components
• varied and interesting textures

• Just a few words
• phrases and short sentences
• single word and corresponding 

picture
• rhyming text
• soothing, reliable rhythms

• Books they can easily grasp
• Interactive books

• encourage investigation and 
interaction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yummy Yucky, (spaghetti is yummy, worms are yucky) Yes, Yes, No, No (writing on wall, writing on paper)Author: Leslie PatricelliWhen choosing books for infants, provideChunky board books or soft cloth books that children can safely look at, chew on, and read with you. Books that hold up to new teeth and drool! Choosing sturdy books like these means that you don’t have to say “no” or take the book away, which may build negative feelings about books.Choose books with simple, bright illustrations - for young infants vision is developing (see best from about 12 inches away) choose books with simple, bright pictures, point to pictures or talk about what they are looking at, books with bright colors or simple, large and high-contrast pictures like black and white Tactile Components-Choose books that encourage further investigation and encourage them to learn with all their senses. Older babies enjoy peek-a-boo, pop-up or lift-the-flap books, as well as books with hidden surprises-cutouts to see next page. They like books that are soft and furry with lots of texture, scents and even mirrors. Interactive books that encourage them to sing along, wiggle their toes, clap their hands, etc.Books with just a few words and illustrations
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Choosing Books For Toddlers
• Current interests

• Characters and emotions they 
can identify with

• Books with objects they can 
point to and name

• Themes that invite 
conversation

• Books with simple story lines 
and questions

• Familiar experiences and 
comforting routines

• Predictable, repetitive text

• Concept books

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Toddlers are more active participants in the book experience-let them hold book, turn pagesFamiliar experiences/comforting routines -mealtimes, saying goodbye Potty training, big kid bed, boo boos, loss of a petThey enjoy books with lots of action about everyday experiences that help them explore and understand their world. How do Dinosaurs Say Goodnight?Llama Llama Red PajamasNo David!-Because what do toddlers hear all the time? Predictable text- rhymes and stories with funny sounding words are all fun to read aloud.Books with songs, poetry and repetitive text are easy for toddlers to memorize and read or sing along.Familiar/favorite phrases that can be reapeated. Brown BearConcept books- favorite topics like animals, feelings, colors, numbers, shapes and lettersCurrent interests-dinosaurs, construction vehicles, trains, animals.Books with themes that invite conversations and back and forth exchangesHomemade books are great for all babies-photos of familiar people, animals, etc.
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Diversity and Variety
Provide a wide selection

• Diversity

• Animals

• People

• Familiar objects

• Familiar routines

• Nature and science

Help them see themselves

• Age

• Race

• Gender

• Ability

• Culture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When providing books for babies, provide a wide variety of books that includes diversity.Mirror-Books should help them see themselves and reflect their life experiences. Window into other peoples’ lives-example-helps children connect and care about each other, shows different people, places, events that they may not be familiar with.Include books about different types of families LGBTQ, adoptive, multiracial, some children live with aunts/uncles or grandparentsDiverse and inclusive books help children learn about different languages and traditions (holidays, weddings, birthdays, food). Helps them learn about other people and their experiences, recognize our similarities and celebrate differences.Learn to appreciate differences and view them as strengths and not to be fearful of themThink about how this is provided in your classroomBabies as young as 6 months can notice differences in race and gender- (academy of pediatrics), (Katz & Kofkin, 1997)According to the American Psychological Association, when you discuss human differences with children, openly and matter-of-factly, they become more respectful of those variations, are more able to recognize discrimination, feel better about themselves, and are better prepared to live in a diverse world. Learn to view differences as strengthsInclude different types of families LGBTQ, adoptive, multiracialdifferent languages and traditions (holidays, weddings, birthdays, food). In less diverse environments, less exposure to diverse groups results in fewer conversations about diversity and, in turn, provides more room for prejudice. Wolpert states that we tend to assume that inclusion alone creates respect for differences. However, it is active conversation and support for children’s understanding of diversity that guards against the development of the stereotypes and prejudice that contribute to biased behavior (Wolpert, 1999)
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E-books or Real Books?
E-books

• Book in digital form

• Read on phone, tablet, 
computer screen, or 
another hand-held device

• Can become a distraction

• Study shows print books 
generate a higher quality 
reading experience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
E books are books read in digital form, on a phone, tablet, computer or other hand held device. We know that babies like to touch and hold things, turn pages. With E Books, the electronic device itself can be a distraction.When using E books, adults tend to focus more on the technology and device than the story, for example, telling children not to touch buttons. E-books may be interactive with lots of bells and whistles added-games, music, sounds effects and animation, tapping, swiping, which can affect the interaction/conversation and what the child remembers from the story.Tablets and eReaders are new devices and research hasn’t yet caught up with the technology.A study published in the journal Pediatric (published by American Academy of Pediatrics),  found that “Print books elicit a higher quality parent-toddler reading experience compared with e-books.” The study found that kids and parents interacted with one another less when they were reading eBooks than when they were turning pages. And that interaction (or lack thereof) is a key factor in how reading impacts child development.Study found that when parents and children read print books, they talked more frequently, and the quality of their interactions were better.”IF using E-books with infants and toddlers, best practice is to use E-books without animation or sound. Print books are easier on the eyes, are easier for children to access independently and have a nostalgia that e-books don’t provide. And print books don’t require batteries or chargers!Remember, when using e-books or print books with children, it is the interaction between the adult and child that creates a high-quality book experience and creates lifelong book lovers! Encouraging conversation, asking open ended questions, providing real life connections, and reading a favorite book over and over promotes language development and early literacy skills.
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Organizing Books For Use
• Accessibility

• In good repair

• Bins, baskets, 
bookcases

• Throughout the 
classroom

• Book area for 
toddlers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
**These are my photos**Think about how you store books for infants and toddlers in your classroom?Can babies access the books? Are non-mobile babies provided with books throughout the day? Can mobile children independently access books?Best practice is to provide at least 2 books for every child based on maximum daily attendanceThis goes back to intention-babies need access to books and opportunities to interact with booksIn Good Repair-they should function as a book, should have an intact cover and pagesThere should be no torn or missing pages, no scribblesAlso, cloth books that have been washed and have faded or wrinkled pages are not in good repairBooks in poor repair send a message that it is ok to treat books this way and they can't be used in a meaningful wayThink about how books are stored -Books can be stored in Bins, Baskets, BookcasesAvoid over filling bookcases/bins so it isn’t difficult for babies to remove a book Make sure covers can be seen for mobile babies, forward facing books allow children to easily see choices or pick their favorite and put them away (older)If only the spines are showing, they can’t pick out favorite or even get it off the shelf.Store throughout the classroomStore books where mobile babies can access them independently and where teachers can easily provide them for non mobile babiesDo you have a book area for toddlers that is out of traffic and allows children to relax while they explore books?-small table with child sized chairs and books-cozy book area with books and appropriate seating and soft furnishings-avoid placing other materials that will distract from book use or create noiseLook at this area in your classroom-is the purpose clear-that it is a place for using booksVariety-Rotate often-interest, themesBooks about people, animals, familiar objects, familiar routines, nature/science, diversityAt least 2 books per child based on maximum daily attendance
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When using books with 
infants and toddlers....
• Allow children to leave when not 

interested
• Avoid negative messaging
• Encourage children to be actively involved
• Read informally and spontaneously
• Rotate books often
• Avoid using books only during transitions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When reading to a group of children, don’t force them to participate, let children leave if they are not interested and provide alternative activities. Offer a short story time for toddlers with some favorite books and allow them to choose if they will participate. Avoid negative messaging such as we need to sit and listen to the book or we can’t go outside or if you are not listening, you will have to go sit at the tableBook experiences can be teacher or child initiated, but should occur when children are interested.Help children be Actively Involved-help infant touch picture, let a toddler turn the pages, ask questions that children can answer, allow child to choose book.And, make sure everyone can see the book. Rotate books at least monthly, rotate for interest, theme, seasons, etc.Don’t always make a books part of a transition-everyone get a book and sit on the rug, or after lunch everyone stays on their cots with a book until nap timesometimes this forces children to use books when they are not interested.OrChildren who are interested don’t get to hear the whole story.If you are reading a book to a large group as a transition to lunch, children who are interested may miss part of the book as they are called to use the restroom or wash hands, sit at the table
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How will you apply the 
information from this 
session into your daily 
interactions with infants and 
toddlers?
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Let’s Talk Quality Blog:
www.letstalkqualitypa.com

Let’s Talk Quality Spotlight
Sharing Books With Infants and 
Toddlers
January 27th at 1:00pm and 6:00pm

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This webinar is part of the Let’s Talk Quality webinar Series. This series runs the 2nd week of each month. Our team This blog includes posts that are relevant to early learning professionals and professionals that work with sa children as well. A new article is posted every Wednesday. The blog post during the week of the LTQ webinar will tie into the topic of the webinar. We also have a LTQ Spotlight event two weeks after the webinar. It’s an opportunity for you to continue the conversation around that monthly blog and webinar topic. You can also ask the PQA team any other questions at that time.

http://www.letstalkqualitypa.com/
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Thank you for joining us!

Lisa Wierbinski
lismul@pakeys.org

Tracy Walter
trawal@pakeys.org

• “Outside of a dog, a 
book is a man’s best 
friend. Inside of a dog, 
it’s too dark to read.” —
Groucho Marx

• “Books are a uniquely 
portable magic.” —
Stephen King

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our contact information is on the slide.Feel free to email us with any topics you would like us to talk about or any questions you may haveThank you for taking the time to listen to this webinar. 
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